S3 Program
SM

Your office. Our savvy.

CPU Holder Mobile

CPU Holder Vertical

SUGGESTED PRICE
CPU Holder Mobile starts at $84 USD per holder.
CPU Holder Vertical starts at $96 USD per holder.
JAW Adjustable Holder starts at $95 USD per holder.
LOOP Adjustable Holder starts at $69 USD per holder.
Please contact your authorized Herman Miller dealer
for details.
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JAW Adjustable CPU Holder

LOOP Adjustable CPU Holder

CPU SUPPORT Desk space is always at a premium, so you
don’t want your computer’s central processing unit (CPU)
hogging the desktop. We've designed a number of ways
to put them close by yet out of the way. Sliding tracks that
rotate let you get at connections easily, too.
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Single Monitor Arm

Wishbone Single-Screen Monitor Arm

Keyboard Tray

Lapjack

SUGGESTED PRICE
Single Monitor Arm starts at $218 USD per arm.
Dual Monitor Arm starts at $381 USD per arm.
Wishbone Monitor Arm starts at $288 USD per arm.
Daisyone Monitor Arm starts at $203 USD per arm.
Keyboard/Mouse Support starts at $163 USD per unit.
Lapjack starts at $56 USD per unit.
Please contact your authorized Herman Miller dealer
for details.
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Daisyone Dual-Screen Monitor Arm

TECHNOLOGY SUPPORT Computers make the business
world go round. But we shouldn’t be cricking our necks or
mangling our wrists just to use them. Our support tools let
you adjust how you interact with your technology, putting
you in charge, not the other way around.
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